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Introduction 

The oil and gas industry is becoming increasingly important sector for the economy and 

politics in many countries with growing energy consumption. It is a labour- intensive 

and capital- intensive production. Black gold is used and is required to work in many 

fields of activities. But the quantity of the given resource is limited and located only in a 

few countries. In 2011 38,854 thousands bbls were exported per day in the world, the 

most part was exported by the Saudi Arabia (7,218 thousands bbls per day).1 It commits 

to the Oil and Gas Companies to apply the International Financial Reporting Standards 

(hereinafter IFRS).  

In full accordance with the economic laws, more investments for business development 

are required into the resource companies which they often appeal to the external capital 

market. It is needed to place listed securities of domestic companies on the world's stock 

exchanges in order to attract foreign investment. Today many major resource companies 

face with this task. So that to accomplish this target financial statement shall be 

transparent and contain an adequate assessment of the financial condition of the 

company. 

The main tasks of this work is to study the properly reflection of business transactions 

on accounting accounts in the enterprises of this type and their further reflection in the 

financial statements in accordance with IFRS, the timely recognition of revenues and 

expenses of the organization.  

In the beginning of the work the industry structure and features will be introduced and 

the main processes of activity at petroleum companies, upstream and downstream 

operations will be described. 

In the second chapter the types of assets that are inherent in the Oil and Gas Industry, 

evaluation and impairment methods will be discussed. After that, the main focus will be 

given to the costs incurred by oil and gas organizations in the exploration period. A lot 

of attention is paid to them both by the organization and the higher authorities during 

the exploration period. Cost accounting in the oil companies has radically specific 

feature. It is caused by a contract and work programs in addition to accounting and legal 

                                                 
1
 Organizat ion of the Petroleum Export ing Countries  [online]. 2013 [cit. 2013-08-15]. Availab le from: 

http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/index.htm 
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framework which regulate the rules of presentation of business transactions in 

accounting. Also the costs incurred in development stage, types and their allocation will 

be reviewed. At the end it will be described the revenue recognition and the accounting 

of well abandonment. 

Zhaikmunai LLP will act as a chosen object of study of this issue in the practical part. 

The Company is the medium-sized businesses located in the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

The Republic of Kazakhstan (hereinafter RoK) is a member of the organization of the 

petroleum exporting countries (hereinafter OPEC) and the Company prepares the 

financial reporting according to the IFRS. The Company also operates in accordance 

with the constitutive documents composed on the basis of the RoK legislation. 

Zhaikmunai LLP has a contract for the exploration and production of hydrocarbons in 

the Chinarevskoye field. It is currently passing the stage of production. On the London 

Stock Exchange there are listed Zhaikmunai’s Global Depository Receipts. The 

Company explores, produces gas condensate, dry gas and liquefied petroleum gas and 

sells them abroad and within Kazakhstan (Attachment 1 for more details). 
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1 Main characteristics of petroleum companies from a financial 

perspective 

As well as other industries Oil and Gas Industry is a complex process requiring 

knowledge, skills in many different areas and using a lot of specific terminologies that 

important to know. The whole activity of Petroleum Company can be divided into three 

operations – upstream, midstream and downstream operations. 

The upstream process consists of exploration (including the period before and after 

getting license), drilling, development and production activities. The midstream 

processes consists of crude gathering, gas storage & pipelines (Figure 1). The 

downstream process consists of the activities like crude acquisition and transportation, 

refining, bulk distribution, delivery to terminals and to wholesalers, final distribution, 

and retailing (Figure 2). [1] 

Figure 1 The upstream and midstream operations  

 

Resources: [1] 

Figure 2 The downstream operations 

 

Resources: [1] 

The first stage of the upstream is an exploration stage before acquisition of rights to 

develop minerals. It includes analysis and evaluation of geological information on some 
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specific large region. There are a lot of ways to get this information without physical 

access, for example gravimetrical and magnetic studies, global positioning satellite 

(hereinafter GPS) survey. [1] Generally it is required to get permission from the owner 

of land.  Company can decide on capitalization (if only temporarily) or impairment of 

this cost. The reasons of impairment are low certainty in the future economic benefits or 

the absence of rights to receive those benefits. On the other hand, finding of oil and gas 

reservoir is also a part of the exploration works.  

The second stage is getting the right for exploration, development and field exploitation 

from the owner of rights with indication of territory.  

Generally there is a production sharing agreement (hereinafter PSA) between the state 

and the contractor. The government provides exclusive rights for exploration, 

prospecting, mining of mineral resources in the specific area of mineral wealth to the 

private contractor on a reimbursable basis and for a certain period. A Production 

Sharing Agreement defines the conditions associated with the use of mineral resources, 

the order of production sharing between the parties. There are some common features of 

all PSA in various countries such as the contract bonus paid to the state, the royalty paid 

when a company starts producing. The royalty can be paid by physical terms or by cash. 

The state remains as the owner of the reserves. The Company gets a share of produced 

hydrocarbons or in other words the right for revenues from oil and gas sale. According 

to the PSA for a certain period it is obligatory to pay a specific amount of money for 

training of local staff (professional development, acquisition of a new profession, non-

staff training) or to provide sponsorship to schools (again when the Company starts 

producing). Also, the Company shall contribute to the development of local 

infrastructure and social sphere. All the costs and risks during exploration are born by 

the Contractor. 

As the government has the right for mineral resources, the reimbursement of expenses 

clause is included into the PSA. It means that every year the Contractor can reimburse a 

part of the costs for development at the expense of produced oil and gas. The maximum 

quantity of oil and gas that will be reimbursed, the types, the limit of recoverable costs 

and the possibility to defer reimbursement for future periods are specified in the 

Contract. 
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According to conditions of PSA the contractor need to deliver the rights for equipment, 

machinery, facilities and constructions to the government at a certain time (upon 

delivery, installation, or a full recovery). 

Another obligation of the company is sales on the domestic market. The government 

regulates the quantity and price of oil sales inside of country. 

Because the contracts are concluded for a certain time, which may end before the 

liquidation period, governments began to obligate the contractors to found the sinking 

fund. The start time of embedding and their recoverability depends on conditions of the 

contract. 

In the USA the right to private ownership of land automatically entitles the owner to 

conduct activities related to the exploration, development and mining (called mineral 

interest). If the landlord does not have the appropriate financial or technical ability, he 

can rent the land to an investor with right to conduct the relevant works, or to sell this 

right or the land. The land rent is the second type of contract. According to the rent 

contract the owner does not bear the costs of exploration, development and production, 

but receives payments for the use of natural resources in the form of royalties (called 

royalty interest). On the other hand the tenant bears all costs and risks, but also he 

receives revenue from the sale of shares of the extracted raw materials, less royalties 

(working interest). 

The typical characteristics of land rent are bonus upon the signing the contract, royalty, 

and the contractor’s responsibility for the costs and risks. The rental period goes on until 

it is mined the hydrocarbons. It is also specified the maximum time when it is need to 

start exploration of the field. In the USA the right to use oil and gas resources should 

first exposed on auction, and only in case of failure can be issued on a non-competitive 

basis. The decisive criterion for determining the winner is mostly the amount of cash 

bonus, rentals, and (or) royalties. 

If the operator or tenant does not have enough resources to carry out the relevant work 

or wants to share the associated risks, with some restrictions he can sell or give as 

override some or all of the rights to develop the field (overriding royalty interest, 

hereinafter ORI). In the case of override, the tenant will receive from the sub-lessee 

override royalty. However, there are also the net profit interests (hereinafter NPI). The 

ORI entitles you to the agreed share of net income without the obligation to pay for the 
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costs of exploration, drilling, development and exploitation. The difference between the 

ORI and the net profit interest is that in case of ORI the share of net income equals to 

the percentage from working interest, while in case of NPI the percentage from net 

income is agreed in the contract. 

There are also concession agreements that are similar to the rent agreements, but the 

concession contract is concluded between the contractor and government, outside the 

USA. It is the main difference.  

The third type is service contract with the risk which is less used. For the first time this 

type of contract used for stimulation of production, modernization of existing field and 

implementation of new technologies. But nowadays it is also used for exploration, 

development and production. As in another contracts, the typical conditions of this 

contract are bonus upon the signing the contract, royalty, contractor’s responsibility for 

the costs and risks and the specified term of the contract. If the contractor is a public 

company, the government owns the working interest in joint projects. The company 

does not have right to the revenue, but it has right for service fee and for cost recovery. 

Many conditions are similar to the terms of the PSA. 

After signing the one of the four types of contract the private contractor starts or 

continues exploration works that is the third stage. It includes the different methods of 

survey of the subsurface area and exploration drilling for final confirmation of detection 

the hydrocarbon reserves. If the result of confirmation is positive, obviously it is 

required the additional drilling to estimate the amount of reserves and the cost of 

development and production.  

According to estimation and field development plan the company builds platforms and 

gas treatment plants, buys equipments and machineries for the extraction and processing 

of hydrocarbons, constructs storage, waste management system, ways of transportation 

and many other works which is called the field development stage. Due to the fact that 

the degree of economic advantage of field on this stage is high, all costs are capitalized.  

Exploitation stage consists from the extraction process of hydrocarbons, collection, 

storage, removal of sediment and water, the separation of derivative products of oil and 

gas. As soon as the production costs have a connection with the generation of revenue, 

these costs are written off. Also there are cases when during an exploitation phase it is 

required additional reserves search on the same area. The costs on search of new 
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reserves are capitalized or written off. Since the field is at the development stage, some 

says that the costs of finding of new reserves need to capitalize. Other believes that due 

the possibility of a negative result of finding of new reserves, these costs should be 

written off.  

The last stage is field closure. There are such works as decommissioning and 

abandonment of wells, removal of equipment and facilities, land reclamation  in 

accordance with the terms of the contract.  

 

http://slovari.yandex.kz/revegetation/en-ru/LingvoScience/#lingvo/
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2 Accounting of assets 

Specificity of the Oil and Gas Industry, namely the exploration period in the contract 

area, causes the creation of specific assets, such as: 

• mineral rights - the right to carry out exploration (survey) of the field and production 

of hydrocarbons within the contract area. It can be acquired through obtaining a license 

and/or conclusion a contract, or by other way that does not contradict to the legislation 

of local country; 

• all production wells and engineering facilities are required for production, collection 

and preparation of mineral resources. 

There are no specific standards or rules for financial reporting in the Oil and Gas 

Industry according to IFRS. There are just general rules of asset reporting that cause 

additional difficulties for a specific industry (except of IFRS 6 “Exploration for and 

evaluation of mineral resources” that will be looked into below). 

The asset according to IFRS “is a resource controlled by an entity as a result of past 

events and from which future economic benefits are expected to flow to the entity”. [5] 

Based on this definition and on condition that the value of assets will be measured 

reliably, the management of the Oil and Gas Company can decide about recognition of 

assets. 

2.1 The specific assets at Oil and Gas Industry 

The key component of oil and gas property is a mineral right. Without a license and the 

geological information, wells and field facilities have no utility to their owner, because 

mining operations without possessing the appropriate rights obtained from the state are 

criminal offense. 

Acquisition of rights for unproved properties includes all costs incurred for the 

acquisition of property rights for exploration and mining activities, such as signature 

bonus, payments for intermediary and legal services. These costs for right are 

capitalized as intangible assets. 
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The cost for exploration of the deposit may be incurred both before acquiring the 

appropriate rights to reserves (for example, the purchase of geological information), and 

after its acquisition. 

The costs incurred before obtaining mineral right include the following costs: 

1. Survey and assessment work related to a specific field (project), such as: 

• preparation of documentation to conduct prospecting works, acquisition of geological 

and geophysical information; 

• carrying out of research works; 

• project design works to conduct oil operations; 

• construction of geological and hydrodynamic models of hydrocarbon reservoirs; 

• assessment of hydrocarbon reservoirs; 

• feasibility study of the project, preparation of draft contracts, etc.; 

2. General and administrative costs associated with a particular field (project), such as: 

• consulting services; 

• auditing services; 

• legal services; 

• salaries and travel expenses of employees related to execution of the project; 

• costs associated with attracting and training employees in connection with the 

execution of the project, and so on, and 

3. Other similar costs related to the specific field (the project).  

Expenditures on exploration and evaluation of mineral resources include all costs 

incurred in the process of area research that may contain oil and gas reserves. The 

survey involves site detection potentially suitable for exploration drilling with 

subsequent drilling of exploratory wells. 

The expenditures on exploration and evaluation after acquiring the rights are same as 

above mentioned incurred costs before obtaining the rights. It also includes: 

1. the cost of drilling exploratory wells, including: 

• salary costs; 
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• the cost of materials and fuel; 

• amortization of drilling equipment; 

• payments to contracting organizations, etc. 

2. other costs for evaluation of merchantability of geological sites. 

Exploration and evaluation costs are regulated by IFRS 6 that are reviewed in a separate 

sub-chapter. 

During all activity processes of the Oil and Gas Company especially during 

development, production and downstream operations, a large production fund of fixed 

assets is formed. It can be classified as: 

 owner-occupied buildings and constructions (pumping and compressor plant, 

boiler house, warehouse, plants); 

 installations and facilities for the creation environment required for the 

implementation of production processes (wells, process facilities, storage tanks, 

in- field pipelines, gas pipeline, telephone network); 

 owner-occupied housing for non-temporary accommodation; 

 machinery and equipment (drilling rig, steam boilers, generators, compressor, 

motors, transformer, measurement instrumentation); 

 transport facilities (tankers, cars, barges, tractors, oil tankers); 

 production equipment and furniture (storage facilities, devices and furniture). 

All this above mentioned assets are regulated by the IAS 16 “Property, plant and 

equipment”. 

According to IAS 16 "Property, Plant and Equipment" (hereinafter IAS 16) and IAS 38 

"Intangible Assets" (hereinafter IAS 16) property, plant and equipment and intangible 

assets are measured at initial recognition at cost and after recognition based on cost or 

revaluation model.  

Borrowing costs related to acquisition or construction of property, plant and equipment 

are capitalised in a cost of an asset in accordance with IAS 23 “Borrowing costs” 

(hereinafter IAS 23). In consideration there are taken only those assets that require a 

substantial time of preparation to its intended use. The capitalisation is possible only 
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during the period of acquisition or construction of assets and only those borrowing costs 

that are specifically intended for financing an asset or intended on general purpose, but 

used for obtaining an asset. If borrowing costs are intended on general purpose, the 

amount of borrowing costs for capitalization are defined by multiplying weighted 

average of borrowing cost on general purpose to the amount of expenditures on that 

asset. In calculation of weighted average of borrowing cost on general purpose there is 

included outstanding loans intended during the period reduced by borrowings that are 

specifically intended for financing an asset. Borrowing costs include interest and other 

costs associated with obtaining of the loan. [10] 

Only most used and specific assets at Oil and Gas Companies are discussed in this paper. 

Other financial or non-financial assets are in scope of appropriate standard. 

Next is shown an example of a Zhaikmunai LP's accounting policy for oil and gas 

properties' accounting for representing accounting of fixed assets in practice.  

According to Company’s accounting policy common geological and geophysical costs 

are capitalised. Costs spent on the construction of exploration wells are capitalised as 

construction work- in-progress till its completion. Employee wages, drilling services, 

materials are examples of such costs. The capitalised costs will be written off if the 

results are unsuccessful (dry hole). On the opposite side, the costs continue to be 

recognised within assets in case of detection of hydrocarbons that leads to commercial 

development. Once a year these costs are reviewed and tested for impairment. The 

company chose the unit of production method with the proved estimated developed 

reserves’ basis as the method of amortization of costs. But assets with shorter useful life 

than the field are amortised using the straight line method. 

Oil and gas reserves are required for calculation of depreciation, depletion and 

amortization. The Zhaikmunai LLP determines unit of production depreciation rate 

based on reserves quantity. The company explains the choice of this method in relation 

to the method's features “to reflect the expected pattern of consumption of future 

economic benefits by the entity”. [15] The reserves quantity is measured using the long-

term planning prices under the methodology of the Society of Petroleum Engineers  

(hereinafter SPE). The reserves can be classified as proved and unproved in accordance 

with SPE methodology. Proved reserves can be classified as the developed and 

undeveloped. The reserves quantity is treated annually because of the many possible 
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factors as changes, new data, etc. But the entity uses the proved developed reserves 

estimation for calculation of unit of production rate. Moreover, the term of the amount 

of reserves is specified in the accounting policies of the Company that is an expected 

amount of hydrocarbons produced during the term of the initial license.  

For calculation a depletion rate it is required “unamortised costs of proved oil & gas 

properties” to divide “by the total estimated proved developed reserves”. [15] The exact 

content of significant accounting policies of Zhaikmunai LLP are shown in the 

attachment 2.  

Zhaikmunai LLP as many Oil and Gas Companies also classifies property, plant and 

equipment as the oil & gas and non-oil & gas properties. Oil & gas properties are fixed 

asset that is related directly to the field. There are wells, camps, power transmission line, 

technical equipments, oil treatment unit, pipelines and others. All these assets are cost 

intensive and long-term capital expenditures. Thus the Company divides on working 

assets and construction in progress (Figure 3). Non oil & gas properties consists from 

buildings, machinery and equipment, vehicles and others. 

Figure 3 The movement of Zhaikmunai LLP’s property, plant and equipment for the year ended December 31, 

2011 and 2012 

 

Resources: Consolidated financial statements of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012 

Property, plant and equipment form more than 50% from total assets of Zhaikmunai 

LLP (in 2011 more than 90%, Figure 4). This is due to specificity of industry activity 
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and the necessary cost intensive investments. Main groups of the property, plant and 

equipment are construction in progress and working assets that make up together more 

than 90 % (Figure 5). Construction in progress and working assets are related groups of 

assets. When a certain part of construction in progress is completed, the amount of 

working assets will increase. So it was in 2011, when cost- intensive gas treatment unit 

was completed and was put into operation. 

Figure 4 The trend line of share of Zhaikmunai’s property, plant and equipment from total assets, 2007-2012 

 

Resources: Own elaboration 

Figure 5 The trend line of shares of property, plant and equipment’s group of assets, 2007-2012 

 

Resources: Own elaboration 
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2.2 Depletion, depreciation, amortization and impairment of assets  

There are three methods appropriate for application of asset depreciation in upstream 

companies – unit of production, straight line and reducing balance method. According 

to IAS 16 the used depreciation method should show the possible structure of entity’s 

consumption of future economic benefits from the asset.  

The unit of production method is the best choice in accordance with this claim for 

upstream companies. The quantity of reserves is taken as the basis of estimation. There 

is mostly taken the proved developed reserves base. But total proved or proved and 

probable reserve quantity can be taken also. The estimation of quantity of hydrocarbons 

that are commercially viable is made on the basis of available geophysical, engineering 

and geological data. Calculation of quantity should be considered only during contract 

term. The prolongation of contract term is possible if there is proof confirming of 

entity’s intention to prolong the contract without large expenses. If amortization charge 

is calculated with the basis other than proved developed reserve, then the calculation are 

adjusted by including estimated probable development costs for access to undeveloped 

reserves. For example, proved and probable reserve or total proved basis is permissible 

according to IFRS. Method of depreciation (e.g. unit of production or straight line) is 

unchangeable except for when the structure of consumption of the future economic 

benefits is changed. Basis of estimation (e.g. proved developed reserve or total proved) 

of depreciation can be changeable only. The changes of the basis of estimation and 

related changes with this decision (additional costs for completion of undeveloped 

assets) must be reflected on the calculation of depreciation. [11]  

Next is described and shown an example of the unit of production method. Unit of 

production method of depreciation is used mainly for oil and gas assets and the formula 

1 looks as:  

Formula 1Depreciation charge for the period, variant 1 

                                                               

 

 

Resources: [17] 

depreciation charge        production for      carry ing amount of asset at the beginning of period  
for the period   =   the current period   ×         _________________________________________ 

                 estimated reserves at beginning of period  
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This formula is used for estimation in the beginning of period, for example in budgeting. 

Sometimes carrying amount of asset at the beginning of period is shown as original cost 

of the asset reduced by accumulated depreciation, amortization and impairment. 

Because new events or the presence of more detailed information influence the physical 

amount of reserves, it is better to use the formula 2: 

Formula 2 Depreciation charge for the period, variant 2 

 

 

 

Resources: [17] 

According to the theory as the basis of estimated reserves can be: 

 proved developed reserves; 

 proved and probable reserves; 

 proved developed and undeveloped reserves. 

If the field contains both oil and gas, volumes of reserves and production are needed to 

convert to a single unit of measurement. The oil and gas are converted mostly in barrels 

of oil equivalent. The second choice is a conversion on the basis of relative heat content, 

measured in British thermal units. Next is shown the example of oil and gas conversion 

to the barrels of oil equivalent. 

Example 1 

The Oil and Gas Company X extracts both oil and gas mineral resources on the one 

field. The company measures the oil in metric tons and the gas in thousand cubic foots. 

The engineer of the company defined that one metric ton is approximately equal 6, 65 

barrels and one barrel is equal 5,81 thousand cubic foots of gas. The oil barrels are 

used by the company for the purpose of reserves estimation for amortization.  

Production of oil during the year was 25 000 metric tons and production of gas was      

1 570 000 thousand cubic foots.  

Estimated proved developed reserves of oil at the end of period were 245 000 metric 

tons and estimated proved developed reserves of gas at the end of period were 

58 180 000 thousand cubic foots. 

depreciation charge        p roduction for         carry ing amount of asset at the end of period     
for the period        =   the current period   ×  ________________________________________________ 

              estimated reserves  at end of period  + production for cur.per. 
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The carrying amount of oil and gas assets at the end of period is equal 35 000 000 

monetary unit 

Solution 

1) The conversion of hydrocarbons to the unit of measurement - a barrel of oil 

equivalent  

 metric ton barrel of oil equivalent (boe) 

oil volume during the period 25 000 166 250 

estimated oil reserves at the 

end of period 

245 000 1 629 250 

 thousand cubic foots barrel of oil equivalent 

gas volume during the period 1 570 000 270 224 

estimated gas reserves at the 

end of period 

58 180 000 10 013 769 

 

2) Total estimated reserves at the end of period = 11 643 019 boe 

Total volume of production during the period =  436 474 boe 

3) Depreciation charge for the period =   

The start time of depreciation is a very important point for the correct accounting of 

depreciation of fixed assets. According to the IFRS the assets are depreciated or 

amortized from the moment of asset’s availability to use. Exploration and evaluation 

assets are depreciated or amortized from the moment when field is prepared for 

exploitation and commence of flows of economic benefits or from the moment of 

asset’s availability for use. Depreciation amount must be capitalized unto the level 

asset’s use for development of other assets. [12] 
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Example 2 

The object of company X was built in August 20XX. The source accounting document 

was made in September 20XX including the act of working and state commissions and 

related order about entering the fixed asset to the balance. 

When the company needs to start the amortization of the fixed asset according to IFRS? 

Solution 

According to IAS 16 the depreciation of an asset begins when it is available for use, i.e. 

when its location and condition allows its use in the manner intended by management.  

The location and condition allows use of asset in the manner intended by management 

in September 20XX when all source accounting document was made and the object is 

prepared for use. Therefore the depreciation of asset must be start in September 20XX. 

Large parts or components of fixed asset with considerable cost are amortized apart. But 

in this case other parts of asset will be amortized also separately even if their cost is not 

significant relative to the cost of the whole object. Those large components with 

resembling useful life and methods of amortization may be incorporated in the group. 

Replacement of components of the object is recognized in the carrying value of asset at 

the incurred time. The carrying amount of old replaced part is written off. Expenditure 

incurred during maintenance inspection also is added to the carrying value of asset. But 

remained amount from the last inspection in carrying value is needed to be written off. 

Next discussion is about impairment of assets. According to IAS 36 “Impairment of 

assets” (hereinafter IAS 36) the company looks for indication of possible impairment 

long-term assets annually at the end of reporting period except of exploration and 

evaluation assets and goodwill. For those types of assets there are different regulations.  

The impairment loss is acquired when carrying amount of asset or cash generating unit 

surpasses the recoverable amount and the difference is the amount of loss. If fair value 

less costs to sell is higher than value in use, it will be taken as recoverable amount and 

vice versa.  

Cash generating unit (hereinafter CGU) is defined in IAS 36 as the smallest group of 

assets which forms cash inflows that are not depended on cash inflows from other assets 

(groups of assets). In Oil and Gas Industry as CGU can be represented a field, license 

area, well, petrol station. 
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Fair value less costs to sell (hereinafter FVLCTS) is the amount that is obtained by the 

sale of an asset or cash-generating unit between independent, knowledgeable and 

willing parties, less the costs to sell. [7] If market price could not be determined or it 

was not a similar market transaction, then FVLCTS is determined by discounted cash 

flow. Calculation of FVLCTS are made on the after tax basis. It also relates to the 

discounted cash flow that needs to be based on after tax market rate. In same time the 

amount of compared carrying value must be less of deferred tax liabilities which are 

related to cash generating unit. 

Value in use is calculated as present value of the future cash flows that will be received 

from an asset or cash generating unit. [7] Cash flow is based on before tax discount rate. 

In calculation there are excluded expected costs for improvement of asset, possible 

future output, but included maintenance costs. Costs for ending need to be included in 

cash flow from construction in progress. 

The currency in which will be formed cash flow will be used for future cash flows, for 

discounting and will be appropriate for discount rate and it should not be the same with 

the functional currency of the company. Exchange rate for calculation of present value 

is used on the date of calculation. 

The carrying value of liability is not used in calculation of carrying value of cash 

generating unit except cases when it is impossible to define the recoverable amount of 

cash generating unit without liability. The example of such liability can be 

decommissioning provision. 

Reasonable, consistent, supportable and realistic assumptions are taken on the base of 

both calculation (FVLCTS or value in use). 

Indicators for impairment can be such events as: 

 a substantial decline in market value or substantial operating or cash losses; 

 obsolescence from the technical view or damage; 

 regulatory changes (laws, taxes, in politics); 

 change of the purpose of asset use. 

The exploration and evaluation assets are tested for impairment if its carrying amount is 

higher than recoverable amount and if it changed and recognised as development assets. 
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Examples of indications for these special types of assets were given in standard, there 

are: 

 the company has unsuccessful results and commercially viable reserves were not 

found, the company wants to end activity in the particular field; 

 the contract term is ended or would be ended at an early date and would not be 

prolonged; 

 it is information that carrying amount will be recovered just partly even if the 

development stage and production will occur; 

 considerable exploration and evaluation costs are not planned and budgeted. 

Intangible assets with indefinite useful life as goodwill are tested for impairment at the 

lowest level annually even if it is not recorded the indications. But if it is indication it 

also tested for impairment. The lowest level needs to be the smaller than the operating 

segment. The goodwill is connected to a particular asset or group of assets because 

could not generate cash inflow itself without this relation. Respectively it is allocated to 

the related cash generating unit or group of unit that can be defined as the lowest level. 

Cash generating unit that includes the goodwill is tested for impairment annually. The 

asset that included in CGU is tested for impairment when it is indication for impairment 

of asset. The test for impairment needs to be provided before testing for impairment the 

cash-generating unit containing goodwill. The same situation is with group of CGU. 

The loss from impairment reduces the carrying amount of asset or CGU (group of 

CGU). But if CGU includes the goodwill then losses from impairment reduce first the 

carrying amount of goodwill assigned to CGU and second the carrying amount of asset 

in proportion to the carrying amount of each asset in the cash generating unit (group of 

CGU). [7] 

If the recoverable amount of impaired asset is increased, then the recognised loss can be 

reversed. The carrying amount of asset should not exceed the recoverable amount. 

Recognised impairment loss from goodwill could not be reversed. 

2.3 Exploration and evaluation assets under IFRS 6 

One of the most significant IFRS for resource-exploration enterprise is a specially 

designed standard that applies only in the organizations of this industry - IFRS 6 
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"Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources" (hereinafter IFRS 6), according 

to which the organization choose methods of accounting of business transactions. 

In December of 2004 the International Accounting Standards Board approved              

the IFRS 6 "Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources", which is applied by 

the enterprises of resource industries from January 2006. 

The purpose of IFRS 6 is to establish the rules for the preparation of financial 

statements for companies involved in the exploration and extraction of mineral 

resources. This standard does not require significant changes in accounting policies of 

resource-exploration companies that existed before its adoption. In accordance with 

IFRS 6 in the financial statements of a resource-exploration entity shall disclose the 

results of operations for the exploration and evaluation of mineral resources in such way 

that the qualified users of the statements can determine the volume, time of obtaining 

and the probability of future cash flows of economic benefits.  

Cost for exploration and evaluation is the cost incurred by the company in connection 

with the exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources before the technical 

feasibility and cost-effectiveness will become apparent. Assets related to exploration 

and evaluation is the cost of exploration and evaluation recognized as assets in 

accordance with the accounting policies of the company. 

Only costs for exploration and evaluation are regulated by IFRS 6. Therefore for other 

incurred costs the company does not apply regulations of IFRS 6. 

Administrative and other general indirect costs related to exploration and evaluation 

activities are capitalized as an asset only if it is provided by the accounting policies of 

the company. However, the chosen policy should be based on one of the methods of 

accounting under IFRS. 

Resource-exploration enterprise should develop accounting policies, which determine 

which costs relate to the costs of exploration and evaluation of mineral resources. These 

accounting policies must be applied consistently from period to period.  

IFRS 6 requires that the commitments to eliminate the effects of activities and 

environmental restoration need to be adjusted in accordance with IAS 37 “Provisions, 

contingent liabilities and contingent assets”. 
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In practice there are three methods how companies shows costs for exploration and 

evaluation in the balance sheet. First method is a capitalization their as part of intangible 

assets and after the probability of future inflows of economic benefits  to displace their 

as “Oil and gas properties”. Second method is a capitalization of costs as part of 

intangible assets and to depreciate it during exploration period according to terms of 

contract on a straight line basis. Third method is to capitalise it as “Construction in 

progress” or as part of property, plant and equipment since the exploration stage. Again 

the classification of costs for exploration and evaluation need to be in accordance with 

accounting policy of the entity. Measurement of recognised assets shall be done at cost. 

[11] 

Therefore once the cost of exploration and evaluation of mineral resources will be 

formed completely and when the technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness will 

become apparent, they are accounted as fixed assets or intangible assets. For their 

accounting it will be used applicable standards (IAS 16 "Property, Plant and 

Equipment", IAS 38 "Intangible Assets"). But before reclassification the assets related 

to exploration and evaluation of mineral resources need to be tested for impairment. 

IFRS 6 makes reference to IAS 16 and IAS 38 about the valuation of exploration and 

evaluation assets after recognition with revaluation or cost model. 

In case of dry hole (unsuccessful results) incurred costs for exploration and evaluation 

need to be written off in amount of fair value less costs to sell. [11] 

The decision to decrease the value of assets related to exploration and evaluation of 

mineral resources should be made on the basis of the requirements of IFRS 6, while the 

rules of IAS 36 "Impairment of Assets" is used for operations of reduction the cost of 

these assets. 

Under IFRS 6 there are described features that indicate for testing for impairment, for 

example: 

 expiration of validity period of rights to explore in a certain area without a future 

prolongation; 

 adequate information about unlikeliness of the full recoverability of book value 

of the assets, even in case of successful development or sale; 
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 failure to detect the mineral resources, in consequence of which the company 

makes a decision to stop such activities in a particular area. 

The above list is not a comprehensive. If carrying value of exploration and evaluation 

assets is more than recoverable amount2, then it is considered as features for testing for 

impairment. The exception is cash generating units or group of units allocated to an 

exploration and evaluation asset that should not exceed an operating segment described 

at IFRS 8 “Operating Segments” [3] 

After studying the standard, it follows that at the exploration period companies choose 

the methods of realization of economic activities, develop their own classification of 

costs and methods of their accounting in the financial statements by itself. During the 

exploration the costs are capitalized and form a separate group of assets. The standard 

does not give clear guidance in the area of accounting. There is no developed list of 

costs to be capitalized during the exploration period. The oil and gas organizations 

adopt the decisions about capitalization and classification alone by itself. 

                                                 
2
 Recoverable amount is either a fair value less costs to sell or value in use. The higher value is the 

recoverable amount according to IAS 36.  
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3 Cost accounting 

In view of international experience of accounting and recognition of the costs of 

exploration and development, there are two polar approaches of cost accounting: the 

method of full cost and the method of successful efforts. They were developed 

according to local GAAP of countries. 

If it is used the full costs approach, all costs incurred in exploration and development of 

natural resources in a particular area should be capitalized. Particular area in 

international practice can be a country or even a continent in which the company 

provides cost-effective search for reserves of natural resources. It means that the costs 

of exploration and development and all operating expenses incurred at cost ineffective 

field are included in the amount of capitalized costs. 

This approach is based on the assumption that companies aim to find natural resources 

from the beginning of research of several fields. Therefore, all operating costs incurred 

are perceived as necessary. In international practice this approach is most commonly 

used by small and medium-sized oil companies. 

Companies need to take into account that a large concentration of capitalized costs leads 

to higher future asset depreciation and the higher expenses of the period. In practice 

mostly companies, which apply the IFRS, change cost accounting policy from full cost 

to the successful effort method because full cost approach has a large inconsistency with 

IFRS. [11] The transition is regulated by IFRS 1 “First-time Adoption of International 

Financial Reporting Standards”.  

On the other hand, there is a method of a successful effort that used mostly by large Oil 

and Gas Companies. The essence of this method is that only costs directly related to 

exploration and development of economically effective field can be capitalized. All 

costs resulting from cost- ineffective projects are recorded as expenses in the current 

period. It is understandable why this method can be used by mostly large companies, 

because they are powerful financial groups and they can afford to such large losses of 

the current period, which would still be covered by profits from the sale of resources 

from other fields or non-core activity. 
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It is also possible to meet a combination of both approaches "method in a particular 

project" that is often used in practice. 

Before the technical feasibility and cost-effectiveness become apparent, the capitalised 

costs are allocated to big pools or cost centres. Obviously cost centre is created on the 

geographic basis.  

Example 3 

The company X drills 2 oil wells in reporting year. The incurred costs were for 

equipment purchase, drilling services, seismic exploration works and other related 

works. The costs spent on the first well, were $ 750 000. The costs spent on second well 

were $ 1 200 000. The reserves were found on the first well. The second well became 

dry hole. 

Solution 

1) The successful effort method 

Only dry hole costs in the amount of $ 1 200 000 are shown in the income statement for 

the reporting period. Costs in the amount of $ 750 000 are shown as assets in the 

balance sheet statement for the reporting period. 

2) The full cost method 

The costs in the amount of $ 1 200 000 are recorded as asset “Productive well”. The 

costs of dry hole are also capitalised and are recorded as asset “Non-productive well”.  

3.1 Cost accounting at pre-licensing stage 

Costs for exploration and geosciences surveys before acquisition of license do not fall 

under the regulation of IFRS 6. These costs could not be capitalised according to IASB 

because of large uncertainty that costs will be recovered in future. The costs need to be 

expensed in period when were incurred. There is exception, for example as permission 

for exploration, when the expenses are spent for creation of an intangible asset 

according to IFRS 38. [13] 
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3.2 Cost accounting for the acquisition of rights for exploration, 

development and exploitation of mineral resources 

The costs for obtaining the right for conducting exploration, development, production 

activities recognised as intangible assets and measured at a historical cost.  

Except the right itself there are also can be incurred additional costs for the acquisition 

of rights that form the obligations to make an additional payment, for example: 

 signature bonus,  

 related legal and consultation services, 

 permission from government institution such as institutions engaged in a health, 

safety and environment protection, 

 reimbursement of historical costs within a framework of contract for subsoil use, 

that had previously been owned by another subsurface user, 

 expenditure for environmental, social programs, and site restoration. 

Sometimes governments set a large amount of signature bonus that creates financial 

difficulties for companies. The government reduces signature bonus in order to meet the 

needs of companies. Instead of that it requires a production bonus (either at the moment 

of reaching a certain level of production or at the date of reserves finding, it depends on 

conditions of contract). In such case production bonus will be part of costs for obtaining 

the right. 

These additional costs could not be separated because right to conduct activities in Oil 

and Gas industry could not be obtained without these costs. 

3.3 Cost accounting at the development stage 

The amount of costs that will be spent on development stage depends on the location of 

the license area and fitting of territory with infrastructure equipment. At this stage it is 

required the most capital- intensive costs for construction of major projects such as 

construction of drilling sites, refineries, pipelines, roads, camps, warehouses for storage 

of equipment and stocks, the installation of equipment. Most of these works are made 

before exploitation of field, but it also can continue after commencement of production. 

The companies create cost centre or cost pool for tracking expenses in accounting. The 

size of cost centre is different in each company. Even the regulations regarding of the 
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size of the cost centre is different in different countries. For example, in USA the cost 

centre can include all fields, in other countries it is a one field, but also it can be detailed 

on the level of wells or constructions. 

Costs for drilling of operating wells and their development include: 

 the costs of preparation works for drilling, including surveying the drilling, 

cleaning area, areas for storage the top soil, road construction, road movement of 

public highways, pipelines, power lines, and others that is necessary for oil 

extraction; 

 the costs of operating drilling and equipping, for example costs associated with 

the construction of production wells. There are such wells as extractive, pressure, 

evaluation, observation, and other special types of wells. The costs of drilling of 

artesian and absorbing wells are intended in disposal of waste washing fluid. 

They are recorded as the costs for construction of these wells; 

 the costs for providing an improved system extraction. 

Mentioned above costs for wells that are in the process of construction, the objects of 

development of oil and gas fields that are not put into operation and the cost of 

acquisition of uninstalled equipment are recorded as construction in progress until it is 

completed. After completion regardless of whether well is production or not, costs are 

recognized as assets in form of wells and associated equipment. 

It is no special accounting standard for the accounting of assets in development stage. 

They all are regulated by the Framework, IAS 16 and IAS 38. Especially it concerns 

when production is started and capitalisation must meet the definition of assets 

determined in these standards. All costs that are not recognised as assets within the 

framework of IAS 16 and IAS 38 will not be capitalised and should be reflected in the 

income statement of the current period. Capitalization of costs under IAS 16 has a limit 

on the amount that can be capitalised. Above norm costs are not included in the cost of 

asset. There are, for example, resources, raw materials, labour and other costs used for 

creation of an asset by its own efforts. The IAS 16 requires from entity to specify in 

accounting policy the norm or level of costs when they are normal (permitted) or above-

norm.  
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4 Inventory 

Oil and gas inventories are used for many purposes. They are intended not only for sale, 

but also used in the process of production or in the rendering of service. In practice 

inventories are grouped and recorded into the following account:  

 raw materials and supplies (chemicals, cement, additives for hydrocarbons, fuel, 

container and packing materials, etc.); 

 finished goods (crude oil, natural gas, condensate, LPG, NGL, etc.); 

 work in process (oil treatment, gas treatment, etc.); 

 other stocks. 

Inventory is regulated by IAS 2 “Inventory”. Measurement of inventories is made either 

at cost or net realizable value. The lowest amount is taken in both values. Net realizable 

value is equal to estimated selling price reduced by estimated costs for completion of 

production and the estimated costs to be incurred for the sale. Cost of inventories should 

obligatory include all costs of acquisition, conversion and other related costs. Next is 

shown a composition and structure of cost of goods manufactured (Table 1). 

Table 1 Production prime cost 

Description of costs 
Include in inventory Do not 

include in 
inventory Direct Overheads 

Production materials and services (such as explosives, 
fuel, power, consumables, catalysts and production 
drilling costs) 

v     

Direct labour costs, including related payroll additives 
(such as pensions) v     

Mining contractors v     

Normal amounts of materials wastage v     

Costs of transporting materials to different locations v     

Supervisor salaries and related payroll additives   v   

Other indirect labour at the mine site and related 
processing facilities, including related payroll additives 

  v   
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Indirect materials   v   

Maintenance costs associated with running the 

mine and related processing facilities 
  v   

Depreciation of mine property acquisition costs 
and capitalised development costs (including any 

amounts transferred from exploration and 
evaluation expenditure) 

  v   

Depreciation of mining and production equipment, 

and related facilities 
  v   

Waste removal costs (except to the extent that they 
are capitalised to deferred stripping in periods 

when the stripping ratio is above the expected life-
of-mine stripping ratio) 

  v   

Amounts transferred from deferred stripping (in 
periods when the stripping ratio is below the 

expected life-of-mine stripping ratio)  

  v   

Storage and handling costs for raw materials, 
components, other supplies and work in progress that 
are not a necessary stage of the production process 

    v 

Product research to develop new uses for minerals     v 
Around mine exploration (except to the extent that 

exploration costs are capitalised) 
    v 

Royalties (if based on sales not production)     v 
Abnormal amounts of wasted materials or labour 

or other abnormal inefficiencies (such as strike 
action) 

    v 

Selling costs     v 
Distribution costs     v 
Storage costs of finished product, including 
insurance 

    v 
General management and administration costs     v 

 Resources: [18] 

In the costs of acquisition are included the purchase price, transportation, import duties 

and related taxes except those that later recovered by the tax authorities, handling and 

other costs directly related to the acquisition of stocks. Costs of conversion of 

inventories signify costs directly related to the units of production (direct costs), 
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systematically distributed fixed (depreciation, general and administrative, maintenance 

expenses) and variable overhead costs. 

Inventories are estimated using either first-in-first-out (FIFO) or weighted average cost 

method, excepting cases when it is measured by specific identification of particular cost. 

Inventories that are similar in nature and way of using should be measured with same 

method. Carrying value of sold inventories will be recorded as expenses and will be 

attributed to period when related revenue is occurred. 

First exception that is not regulated by IAS 2 is valuation of inventories at net realizable 

value according to the used practice in industry. Second exception is valuation of 

inventories at fair value less costs of sale. Broker-dealers who resell inventories use this 

method of inventory valuation. But it is not appropriate to change inventories’ nature 

and structure and to use forward price as fair value. In both cases changes in value are 

recorded as loss or profit in incurred period. 

Third exception is oil and gas inventories minimal amount of which is needed in such 

objects as pipelines, gas storage or refineries during production and selling process. 

Some amount of oil and gas product could not be taken for production or sale and is 

needed for normal operation of these objects. This amount of inventory needs to be 

recorded as part of these objects in property, plant and equipment under IAS 16. [17] 

Finished goods in Oil and Gas Company can be such types of hydrocarbons as oil, gas, 

condensate, liquefied gas and others. In practice accountant receives internal documents 

as summary of production every defined period (mostly monthly) and list of shipment 

of finished goods from production and commercial departments. Next is shown an 

example of recording and measurement of finished goods in accounting. In this regard, 

the company sets the standard (planned) product prices, which remain constant for a 

sufficiently long time.  Products are accounted based on these prices in storage during 

the month (or other determined period, in example is taken a monthly period) and is 

written off from storage in its sale or other disposal. At the end of the month after all 

costs are formed and the value of work in progress is determined, the difference 

between the planned and actual cost is measured.  
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Example 4 

Planned accounting cost is 150 monetary units for 1 ton of crude oil 

№ The name of indicators Product in 

physical 

terms 

At planned 

accounting 

cost  

At the 

actual cost 

1. Balance at the beginning 

of the month 

500 75 000 72 704 

2. Produced during the 

reporting month 

11 000 1 650 000 1 544 495 

3. Total amount 11 500 1 725 000 1 617 199 

4. The planned cost on 1 ton   150 

5. The actual cost on 1 ton   140,4086 

6. Shipped for sale 10 800 1 620 000 1 516 413 

7. Balance at end of month 700 105 000 100 786 

After the closes of month and after collection of the actual costs of production on 

expense account “The basic production”, deviations transactions are made. 

Debit  Credit  Amount Operation 

Finished goods 
The basic production 

(expense account) 
1 650 000 

Taking the finished 

product to the storage at 

the planned cost 

Finished goods 
The basic production 

(expense account) 
 - 105 505 

Record of the deviation of 

the actual cost from the 

planned for accepted for 

accounting the finished 

product (red-ink entry) 
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Shipment of finished products from the storage is recorded by the following 

transactions: 

Debit  Credit  Amount Operation 

Cost of goods sold  

(expense account) 
Finished goods 1 620 000 

Written off of planned cost 

of sold products  

Cost of goods sold 

(expense account) 
Finished goods - 103 587 

Written off of deviation of 

the actual cost from the 

planned for sold products 

(red-ink entry) 

Sale of finished products (customer billing) is recorded by the following transactions: 

Debit  Credit  Amount Operation 

Short-term accounts 

receivable for the sale of 

goods 

Revenues from 

sale 
4 482 000 

At selling price excluding 

VAT (selling price 415 

monetary unit for 1 ton of 

crude oil) 

Short-term accounts 

receivable for the sale of 

goods 

Tax liabilities 

627 480 

On the amount of VAT 

(14%) 

Received payment from customers for sold goods is recorded by the following 

transactions: 

Debit  Credit  Amount Operation 

Cash and cash 

equivalents 

Short-term accounts 

receivable for the sale 

of goods 

5 109 480 

Payments from customers 

for sold goods 

Tax liabilities Cash and cash 

equivalents 
627 480 

Payment for tax liabilities 

(VAT) 
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5 Other specific aspects of accounting at Oil and Gas industry 

In the following chapter other accounting aspects of industry are described that has 

specific features. It is displayed the correct and timely revenue recognition under the 

terms of different types of contract, different types of provisions that are obligatory or 

arose from operating activity, and types of hydrocarbon reserves that are mainly 

important for unit of production deprecation. 

5.1 Revenue recognition 

Revenue recognition falls under the regulation of the IAS 18 “Revenue”. Inflows of 

economic benefits obtained and received on the entity’s account are entity’s revenues. 

In Oil and Gas Industry revenue recognition has specific features that are discussed in 

the following sub-chapter.  

First situation is revenue recognition between joint ventures companies that overlifted 

or underlifted. Extracted hydrocarbons divided between joint ventures companies. If 

one partner during lifting the hydrocarbons takes more (less) than its share, then he will 

overlift (underlift). Therefore it turns out that underlifter sells the hydrocarbons to 

overlifter at the date of lifting. The market price is taken for revenue recognition. The 

underlift receivable and overlift liability is appears. If partners agree on net settlement 

by cash according to overtlifted and underlifted amount of hydrocarbons, such case will 

be regulated by the IAS 39 “Financial instruments: recognition and measurement“. 

Market price will be taken for remeasurement at balance sheet date. Occurred change 

will be recorded as other expense or income. 

In case of volumetric production payment contract that is arrangement for sale of a 

certain amount of hydrocarbons from future production the deferred revenue are 

recognized during the term of contract. 

In purpose of reducing risks and dividing responsibility many companies are involved 

in international trade to use definitions of Incoterms (the international chamber of 

commerce terms of trade) in compiling of sale contracts. Choice of a particular 

commerce term of trade has influence on revenue recognition. For revenue recognition 

it is important that significant risks and rewards of ownership are transferred from the 

seller to the customer. It happens at a time when the seller has fulfilled its primary 
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obligations. For example, in case of ex-works terms taking the goods by customer from 

the seller’s storage is a time of performance of all obligations, and the buyer takes all 

risks and costs. In case of carriage, insurance and freight terms risks and rewards are 

transferred in the moment of loading of goods at the agreed port of buyer’s destination 

even if seller is responsible for payment of carriage, freight and insurance. If it is agreed 

on free on board terms, loading the goods at the port of shipment is the moment of 

revenue recognition. The seller’s obligations are fulfilled at this moment. Summing up, 

the moment of transferring risks and rewards is the moment of delivering goods by the 

seller to the agreed point (seller’s storage, port of shipment, port of buyer’s destination, 

import customs terminal, buyer’s premises).  

There are specific types of taxes related with revenue such as income taxes and royalty. 

Income tax is based on earned profit. Royalty is based on sales or produced volume of 

output. Income taxes are regulated under IAS 12 “Revenue” and local tax regulations. 

Royalty is regulated based on local tax legislations and it is not calculated deferred tax. 

Royalty is paid separately for each type of mineral and is set in the form of percentage 

from net sales, cost of extracted mineral resources, gross profit or determined as a fixed 

amount per unit of output. Royalty and other taxes except of income taxes are showed 

within other expenses in income statement. For the recognition of expenses for taxes 

that listed above and are not income taxes there are applied the general principles 

recognition of liabilities in accordance with IAS 37 “Provisions, contingent liabilities 

and contingent assets”. The order, the size, terms and kind (cash or physical amount) of 

royalty payment are set by contract or current local tax legislation. 

IAS 12 is applicable for income taxes both national and foreign. Taxable profit is their 

chargeable basis.  

Reimbursement of expenses or payment of invoices to perform work for which 

provision is created can be accounted as provisions on debit side and cash, or trade 

payables, or payroll liabilities on credit side. 

5.2 Provisions 

Provisions are recognized when the company has present obligation (legal or 

constructive) as a result of past events. It is possible that for fulfilment of the 

obligations cost-effective expenditure of resources are required and it is possible to 

make a reliable cost estimate of the amount of the obligation. Provisions of the oil 
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companies are mostly divided into two groups - the provisions made under the contract 

and provisions that result from the operating activities. 

Reserves caused by operating activities include, for example: provision for the 

elimination of accidents, for the restoration of contaminated sites, the provision for 

decommissioning of the fixed assets, etc. At initial recognition of reserves it is regarded 

their character. IAS 37 does not prohibit and does not require capitalization of the costs 

intended at creation of a reserve. Creation of a reserve recognized as an expense in the 

period in which is formed and accounted as costs of reserve formation on debit side 

against provisions on credit side. The cumulative amount of the reserve in the balance 

sheet is presented as a liability (long-term or short-term, depending on the maturity). 

Provisions are reviewed at every balance sheet date. The reserve must be restored in 

case when it becomes apparent that it is no longer required to commit payments for 

fulfilment of the obligations. Restoration or reduction of the provision amount is 

reflected as provision on debit side and costs of reserve formation on credit side. The 

provisions made under the contract include liquidation fund, the provision for payment 

of historical costs, the provision for expenditure of funds for training local personnel, 

the provision for the payment of bonuses of production and commercial discovery. 

Liquidation fund provides a description of the reserve that is used to cover the costs 

when the field will be eliminated at the end of the license period. Provisions for the 

costs of abandonment and site restoration are recognized in full on the discounted basis 

using a pre-tax market interest rate. Recognized amount represents the present value of 

estimated future expenditure determined in accordance with the terms of the contract or 

on the basis of expert advice, or as required by law on the basis of sustainable 

management estimations and available historical data. In addition the possible risk   

needs to be described either in the present value of estimated future expenditure or in 

interest rate. Accrued liquidation fund is accounted as part of fixed assets on debit side 

and reserves (liquidation fund) on credit side. Calculation of the amount of the discount, 

which is the cost of current period, is included in interest expense (finance expense) 

against reserves (liquidation fund). Reserve is created for the period of the company's 

activities. 

Any changes in the present value of the estimated costs are accounted for as an 

adjustment to this reserve and fixed assets, including changes related to exchange rate 

differences, if the amount of the reserve denominated in foreign currency. In this case, 
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amount of the reserve should be recalculated at market exchange rates on the date of 

financial statements. A provision should be used only in relation to those costs for 

which it was originally recognized.  

Next is described one type of provision that is Zhaikmunai LLP’s obligation under the 

legal and contract terms. It is historical cost that is typical provision type in Kazakhstan. 

Payments to reimburse historical costs is fixed payment of the subsoil user for 

compensation of total expenses incurred by the state for geological survey on the 

contract area and fields exploration before the conclusion of production sharing 

agreement. Historical costs are based on the discounted present value of future 

obligations to the Government for payment of historical costs, from the time when the 

company will pass to the production phase. Discounting of historical costs with regard 

to the discount factor is held as an adjustment at the end of the reporting year. 

Calculation of the discount is accounted as interest expense on debit side and payable to 

the government on credit side. The companies that have under the terms of contract the 

right to provide only exploration activity without further extraction will not pay for 

reimbursement of historical costs. 

Brief information about abandonment and site restoration, environmental obligations, 

social and education commitments and other contingent commitments shall be disclosed 

in notes to financial statement for reporting year. The disclosure requirements are 

described in IAS 37. The example of brief information about contingent liabilities and 

commitments are shown in attachment 3. The example is taken from financial statement 

of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012.  

5.3 Reserves reporting 

Special rules and requirements for reserves reporting are not indicated under IFRS. 

Reserve reporting is crucial information not only in decision making for future outlook 

and estimation of current performance, but is also used in unit of production calculation 

of depreciation and in estimation of decommissioning provision (Figure 6). 

There are several categories of reserves that are used for reserve estimation: 

 Proved developed reserves are the amount of reserves that are extractable from 

existing wells where was installed all need equipment and with known mining 

methods. The remaining amount of proved reserves is proved undeveloped 
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reserve. Basically it is reserves on wells with proved reserves, where not yet 

developed infrastructure. 

 Total proved reserves (proved developed and undeveloped reserves) are amount 

of hydrocarbons estimated based on geological and engineering data that shows 

a reasonable degree of certainty of recoverability under existing operating and 

economic conditions. It means that with 90 % of confidence the actual extractive 

amount would be higher than the estimated amount of proved and probable 

reserves. 

 Proved and probable reserves has same definition as total proved but only with 

50 % of confidence that actual extractive amount would be higher than the 

estimated amount of proved and probable reserves. The amount of proved and 

probable reserves should be confirmed by actual production or conclusive 

formation tests results. [14] 

Figure 6 Significance of reserve estimation 

 

Source: Own elaboration 

Proved mineral reserves are disclosed at the beginning and at the end of the reporting 

year over each field with indicating the geographical segments where are located. 

Changes in the amount of proved reserves that have arisen during the year as a result of 

various factors: the revision of previous estimates of mineral reserves, improved 
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extraction (if it is significant, this change is shown separately, If it is not significant, this 

change is included in the revision of previous estimates), extension of previously 

discovered reservoirs through additional drilling in periods following to the detection, 

and detection of new commercial discovery in the contract area, disclosed with 

appropriate explanations. 
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6 Conclusion 

Petrochemical industry is the most important sector of modern industry, which in recent 

decades has gained great importance in world production. Oil and gas products either in 

the crude form or passed the stage of processing, and by-products are used almost 

everywhere. The accounting system of this field is very complex and important for 

correct financial reporting. 

Nowadays there are no common rules and standards regulating accounting in this 

industry. There are many issues directly related to accounting methodology. This work 

is focused to answer to unsettled issues. One of example of such issues is accounting 

methodology at the exploration period. In addition to accounting and legal frameworks 

there is also a contract and work programs, which also regulate rules of recording of 

business transactions in accounting. For Oil and Gas Companies a well-established 

accounting system is highly required because it allows properly and timely reflection of 

business transactions, capitalizing costs at a particular stage, and in addition plays the 

most important role in preparation of financial statements. Practical examples help to 

enhance the knowledge of readers and to give illustrative picture of oil and gas 

accounting.  

Based on the study the next important points can be highlighted: 

 Business management in the oil and gas sector has drastically specific character. 

A large number of normative base are applied. Nowadays industry passes the 

stage of implementation and testing of developed methods of business 

management both from technical side and accounting. New standards are 

developing and can be applied only in the extractive industries. 

 Accounting of costs incurred by the subsoil user in different period of activity at 

the contract area has also its special features. Cost classifications are applied and 

developed from the point of mining industry. Industry terminologies are 

complex and highly skilled professionals are required to work with them. As a 

result, a large problems strand in front of accounting that consists in the correct 

recognition of the costs incurred and their correct recording. 
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 The costs that can be capitalized and their classification should be indicated in 

the accounting policies of the company. Capitalized costs are allocated to certain 

cost centres. The size of cost centres can vary from company to company.  

 In purpose of valuation the choice of reserve category is important for the 

following reasons. The estimated reserves are used in estimation of current 

performance and decision making for future outlook, in unit of production 

calculation of depreciation and in estimation of decommissioning provision. 

 The company should correct and definitely specify the terms in joint ventures 

and in trade contracts for timely and correct revenue recognition. 

 The commitment to establish reserves appears whether as a result from the 

operating activities or under the legal regulation or contract. 

This work developed my knowledge in International Financial Reporting Standards and 

extended the outlook on oil and gas area. 
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Attachment 1 General about Zhaikmunai LLP 

Zhаikmunаi, а Limited Liаbility Pаrtnership (the "Pаrtnership" or "Zhаikmunаi") wаs 

estаblished in Kаzаkhstаn in 1997 for the purpose of explorаtion аnd development of 

Chinаrevskoye oil аnd gаs condensаte field in the Western Kаzаkhstаn Region. The 

Pаrtnership cаrries out its аctivities in аccordаnce with the Contrаct for Аdditionаl 

Explorаtion, Production аnd Production-Shаring of Crude Hydrocаrbons in the 

Chinаrevskoye oil аnd gаs condensаte field (the "Contrаct") dаted October 31, 1997 in 

аccordаnce with the license MG No. 253D (the "License") for the explorаtion аnd 

production of hydrocаrbons in Chinаrevskoye oil аnd gаs condensаte field between the 

Stаte Committee of Investments of the Republic of Kаzаkhstаn аnd the Pаrtnership. 

On December 29, 2010 the Pаrtnership hаs аcquired in а trаnsаction under common 

control 18,000 ordinаry shаres of Zhаikmunаi Finаnce B.V., representing 100% of its 

chаrter cаpitаl, from Zhаikmunаi Netherlаnds B.V. (formerly known аs Frаns vаn der 

Schoot B.V.), аn entity under control of а common pаrent. Zhаikmunаi Finаnce B.V. 

wаs estаblished by Frаns vаn der Schoot B.V. in Аpril 2010 specificаlly to issue the 

US$450 million senior notes with аn October 19, 2015 mаturity аnd а fixed coupon of 

10.50% per аnnum (the "2015 Notes"). 

The consolidаted finаnciаl stаtements include the finаnciаl stаtements of the 

Pаrtnership, its subsidiаry, Zhаikmunаi Finаnce B.V. аnd а speciаl purpose entity, 

Zhаikmunаi Internаtionаl B.V. estаblished by Zhаikmunаi Netherlаnds В. V., аn entity 

under control of а common pаrent, in October 2012 specificаlly to issue the US$ 560 

million senior notes with а November 13, 2019 mаturity аnd fixed coupon of 7.125% 

per аnnum (the "2019 Notes") (jointly the "Group"). The Group operаtes in а single 

operаting segment of explorаtion аnd production of hydrocаrbons in Chinаrevskoye oil 

аnd gаs condensаte field. 

On Аugust 17, 2012 the Pаrtnership signed Аsset Purchаse Аgreements to аcquire 

100% of the subsoil use rights relаted to three oil аnd gаs fields - Rostoshinskoye, 

Dаrjinskoye аnd Yuzhno-Gremyаchinskoye - аll locаted in the Western Kаzаkhstаn 

region. 

The pаrticipаnts of the Pаrtnership, their shаres аnd chаnges in the pаrticipаnts structure 

аre disclosed in Note 12. 
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The registered legаl аddress of the Pаrtnership is: 59/2, Prospect Evrаziа, Urаlsk, the 

Republic of Kаzаkhstаn. 

These consolidаted finаnciаl stаtements were аuthorized for issue by the Pаrtnership's 

Generаl Director, Chief Finаnciаl Officer аnd Chief Аccountаnt on Mаrch 12, 2013. 

License terms  

The term of the license of the Pаrtnership originаlly included а 5-yeаr explorаtion 

period аnd а 25-yeаr production period. The explorаtion period wаs initiаlly extended 

for аdditionаl 4 yeаrs аnd then for further 2 yeаrs аccording to the supplements to the 

Contrаct dаted Jаnuаry 12, 2004 аnd June 23, 2005, respectively. In аccordаnce with the 

supplement dаted June 5, 2008, Tournаisiаn North reservoir entered into production 

period аs аt Jаnuаry I, 2007. Following аdditionаl commerciаl discoveries during 2008, 

the exploration period under the license, other than for the Tournaisian horizons, was 

extended for an additional 3-year period, which expired on May 26, 2011. An 

application for further extension has been made. 

The extensions to the exploration periods have not changed the license term, which will 

expire in 2031. 

Royalty Payments 

The Partnership is required to mаke monthly royаlty pаyments throughout the entire 

production period, аt the rаtes specified in the Contrаct. 

Royаlty rаtes depend on hydrocаrbons recovery levels аnd the phаse of production аnd 

cаn vаry from 3% to 7% of produced petroleum аnd from 4% to 9% of produced nаturаl 

gаs. 

Government "profit shаre" 

The Pаrtnership mаkes pаyments to the Government of its "profit shаre" аs determined 

in the Contrаct. The "profit shаre" depends on hydrocаrbon production levels аnd vаries 

from 10% to 40% of production аfter deducting royаlties аnd reimbursаble 

expenditures. Reimbursаble expenditures include operаting expenses, costs of 

additional exploration and development costs. Government "profit shаre" is expensed аs 

incurred аnd pаid in cаsh. 

Resources: Consolidated financial statements of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012 
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Attachment 2 S ignificant accounting policies of Zhaikmunai LLP 

Estimаtion аnd аssumptions 

The key аssumptions concerning the future, аnd other key sources of estimаtion 

uncertаinty аt the stаtement of finаnciаl position dаte, thаt hаve а significаnt risk of 

cаusing а mаteriаl chаnge to the cаrrying аmounts of аssets аnd liаbilities аre discussed 

below: 

Oil аnd gаs reserves 

Oil аnd gаs reserves аre а mаteriаl fаctor in the Pаrtnership’s computаtion of 

depreciаtion, depletion аnd аmortizаtion (the "DD&А"). The Pаrtnership estimаtes its 

reserves of oil аnd gаs in аccordаnce with the methodology of the Society of Petroleum 

Engineers (the "SPE"). In estimаting its reserves under SPE methodology, the 

Pаrtnership uses long-term plаnning prices which аre аlso used by mаnаgement to mаke 

investment decisions аbout development of а field. Using plаnning prices for estimаting 

proved reserves removes the impаct of the volаtility inherent in using yeаr-end spot 

prices. Mаnаgement believes thаt long-term plаnning price аssumptions аre more 

consistent with the long-term nаture of the upstreаm business аnd provide the most 

аppropriаte bаsis for estimаting oil аnd gаs reserves. Аll reserve estimаtes involve some 

degree of uncertаinty. The uncertаinty depends mаinly on the аmount of reliаble 

geologicаl аnd engineering dаtа аvаilаble аt the time of the estimаte аnd the 

interpretаtion of this dаtа. 

The relаtive degree of uncertаinty cаn be conveyed by plаcing reserves into one of two 

principаl clаssificаtions, either proved or unproved. Proved reserves аre more certаin to 

be recovered thаn unproved reserves аnd mаy be further sub clаssified аs developed аnd 

undeveloped to denote progressively increаsing uncertаinty in their recoverаbility. 

Estimаtes аre reviewed аnd revised аnnuаlly. Revisions occur due to the evаluаtion or 

re-evаluаtion of аlreаdy аvаilаble geologicаl, reservoir or production dаtа; аvаilаbility 

of new dаtа; or chаnges to underlying price аssumptions. Reserve estimаtes mаy аlso be 

revised due to improved recovery projects, chаnges in production cаpаcity or chаnges in 

development strаtegy. Proved developed reserves аre used to cаlculаte the unit of 

production rаtes for DD&А. 
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Fаir vаlue of finаnciаl instruments 

Where the fаir vаlue of finаnciаl аssets аnd finаnciаl liаbilities recorded in the stаtement 

of finаnciаl position cаnnot be derived from аctive mаrkets, they аre determined using 

vаluаtion techniques including the discounted cаsh flows model. The inputs to these 

models аre tаken from observаble mаrkets where possible, but where this is not feаsible, 

а degree of judgment is required in estаblishing fаir vаlues. The judgments include 

considerаtions of inputs such аs liquidity risk, credit risk аnd volаtility. Chаnges in 

аssumptions аbout these fаctors could аffect the reported fаir vаlue of finаnciаl 

instruments. 

Аbаndonment аnd site restorаtion liаbilities 

The Group estimаtes future dismаntlement аnd site restorаtion cost for oil аnd gаs 

properties with reference to the estimаtes provided from either internаl or externаl 

engineers аfter tаking into considerаtion the аnticipаted method of dismаntlement аnd 

the extent of site restorаtion required in аccordаnce with current legislаtion аnd industry 

prаctice. The аmount of the obligаtion is the present vаlue of the estimаted expenditures 

expected to be required to settle the obligаtion аdjusted for expected inflаtion аnd 

discounted using аverаge long-term risk-free interest rаtes for emerging mаrket 

sovereign debt аdjusted for risks specific to the Kаzаkhstаn mаrket The Pаrtnership 

reviews site restorаtion provisions аt eаch bаlаnce sheet dаte аnd аdjusts it to reflect the 

current best estimаte in аccordаnce with IFRIC 1 "Chаnges in Existing 

Decommissioning, Restorаtion аnd Similаr Liаbilities". Estimаting the future closure 

costs involves significаnt estimаtes аnd judgments by mаnаgement. Significаnt 

judgments in mаking such estimаtes include estimаte of discount rаte аnd timing of cаsh 

flow. The mаnаgement mаde its estimаte bаsed on the аssumption thаt cаsh flow will 

tаke plаce аt the expected end of the licenses.  

Mаnаgement of the Pаrtnership believes thаt the interest rаtes on its debt finаncing shаll 

provide best estimаtes of аpplicаble discount rаte. The discount rаte shаll be аpplied to 

the nominаl аmounts the mаnаgements expect to spend on site restorаtion in the future. 

The Pаrtnership estimаtes future well аbаndonment cost using current yeаr prices аnd 

the аverаge long-term inflаtion rаte. 
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The long term inflаtion аnd discount rаtes used to determine the bаlаnce sheet 

obligаtion аt December 31, 2012 аnd 2011 were 7% аnd 10% respectively. Movements 

in the provision for decommissioning liаbility аre disclosed in Note 14. 

Consolidation of a special purpose entity 

In October 2012 Zhaikmunai International B.V. was established by Zhaikmunai 

Netherlands B.V., an entity under control of а common pаrent, specificаlly to issue the 

2019 Notes (Note 13). The net proceeds from the 2019 Notes were used to fund the 

repurchаse of pаrt of the 2015 Notes (Note 13). The remаining pаrt of the net proceeds 

is intended to be used to fund the costs аnd expenses of the repurchаse of the 2015 

Notes аnd the issue of the 2019 Notes аnd for generаl corporаte purposes. 

Bаsed on these fаcts аnd circumstаnces, mаnаgement concluded thаt the Group controls 

this entity аnd, therefore, consolidаtes the entity in its finаnciаl stаtements. 

Foreign currency trаnslаtion 

Eаch entity in the Group determines its own functionаl currency аnd items included in 

the consolidаted finаnciаl stаtements of eаch entity аre meаsured using thаt functionаl 

currency. The functionаl currency of Zhаikmunаi Finаnce B.V., Zhаikmunаi 

Internаtionаl B.V. аnd the Pаrtnership is the United Stаtes Dollаr (the "US Dollаr" or 

"US$"). 

Trаnsаctions аnd bаlаnces denominаted in foreign currencies 

Trаnsаctions in foreign currencies аre initiаlly recorded by the Group аt their respective 

functionаl currency rаtes prevаiling аt the dаte of the trаnsаction. Monetаry аssets аnd 

liаbilities denominаted in foreign currencies аre retrаnslаted аt the functionаl currency 

spot rаte of exchаnge ruling аt the reporting dаte. Аll differences аre tаken to the profit 

or loss. Non-monetаry items thаt аre meаsured in terms of historicаl cost in а foreign 

currency аre trаnslаted using the exchаnge rаtes аs аt the dаtes of the initial transactions. 

Non-monetаry items meаsured аt fаir vаlue in а foreign currency аre trаnslаted using 

the exchаnge rаtes аt the dаte when the fаir vаlue is determined. 

Exploration expenditure 

Geologicаl аnd geophysicаl explorаtion costs аre chаrged аgаinst income аs incurred. 

Costs directly аssociаted with explorаtion wells аre cаpitаlized within property, plаnt 

аnd equipment (construction work- in-progress) until the drilling of the well is complete 
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аnd the results hаve been evаluаted. These costs include employee remunerаtion аnd 

mаteriаls аnd fuel used, rig costs аnd pаyments mаde to contrаctors аnd аsset retirement 

obligаtion fees. If hydrocаrbons аre not found, the explorаtion expenditure is written off 

аs а dry hole. If hydrocаrbons аre found аnd, subject to further аpprаisаl аctivity, which 

mаy include the drilling of further wells (explorаtion or explorаtory-type strаtigrаphic 

test wells), аre likely to be cаpаble of commerciаl development, the costs continue to be 

cаrried аs аn аsset. Аll such cаrried costs аre subject to technicаl, commerciаl аnd 

management review at least once a year to confirm the continued intent to develop or 

otherwise extract value from the discovery. When this is no longer the case, the costs 

are written off. There was no exploration expenditure expensed during 2012 (2011: 

Nil). 

Oil аnd gаs properties 

Expenditure on the construction, instаllаtion or completion of infrаstructure fаcilities 

such аs treаtment fаcilities, pipelines аnd the drilling of development wells, is 

cаpitаlized within property, plаnt аnd equipment аs oil аnd gаs properties. The initiаl 

cost of аn аsset comprises its purchаse price or construction cost, аny costs directly 

аttributаble to bringing the аsset into operаtion аnd the initiаl estimаte of 

decommissioning obligаtion, if аny. The purchаse price or construction cost is the 

аggregаte аmount pаid аnd the fаir vаlue of аny other considerаtion given to аcquire the 

аsset. Property, plаnt аnd equipment аre stаted аt cost less аccumulаted depreciаtion, 

depletion аnd impаirment. 

Аll cаpitаlized costs of oil аnd gаs properties аre аmortized using the unit-of-production 

method bаsed on estimаted proved developed reserves of the field, except the 

Pаrtnership depreciаtes its oil pipeline аnd oil loаding terminаl on а strаight line bаsis 

over the life of the License. In the cаse of аssets thаt hаve а useful life shorter thаn the 

lifetime of the field the strаight line method is аlso аpplied. 

Oil аnd gаs reserves 

Proved oil аnd gаs reserves аre estimаted quаntities of commerciаlly viаble 

hydrocаrbons which existing geologicаl, geophysicаl аnd engineering dаtа show to be 

recoverаble in future yeаrs from known reservoirs. 

The Pаrtnership uses the reserve estimаtes provided by аn independent аpprаiser to 

аssess the oil аnd gаs reserves of its oil аnd gаs fields. These reserve quаntities аre used 
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for cаlculаting the unit of production depreciаtion rаte аs it reflects the expected pаttern 

of consumption of future economic benefits by the Pаrtnership. 

Impаirment of non-finаnciаl аssets 

The Group аssesses аssets or groups of аssets for impаirment whenever events or 

chаnges in circumstаnces indicаte thаt the cаrrying vаlue of аn аsset mаy not be 

recoverаble. Individuаl аssets аre grouped for impаirment аssessment purposes аt the 

lowest level аt which there аre identifiаble cаsh flows thаt аre lаrgely independent of 

the cаsh flows of other groups of аssets. If аny such indicаtion of impаirment exists or 

when аnnuаl impаirment testing for аn аsset group is required, the Pаrtnership mаkes аn 

estimаte of its recoverаble аmount. Аn аsset group's recoverаble аmount is the higher of 

its fаir vаlue less costs to sell аnd its vаlue in use. Where the cаrrying аmount of аn 

аsset group exceeds its recoverаble аmount, the аsset group is considered impаired аnd 

is written down to its recoverаble аmount. In аssessing vаlue in use, the estimаted future 

cаsh flows аre аdjusted for the risks specific to the аsset group аnd аre discounted to 

their present vаlue using а pre-tаx discount rаte thаt reflects current mаrket аssessments 

of the time vаlue of money. 

Аn аssessment is mаde аt eаch reporting dаte аs to whether there is аny indicаtion thаt 

previously recognized impаirment losses mаy no longer exist or mаy hаve decreаsed. If 

such indicаtion exists, the recoverаble аmount is estimаted. А previously recognized 

impаirment loss is reversed only if there hаs been а chаnge in the estimаtes used to 

determine the аsset's recoverаble аmount since the lаst impаirment loss wаs recognized. 

If thаt is the cаse, the cаrrying аmount of the аsset is increаsed to its recoverаble 

аmount. Thаt increаsed аmount cаnnot exceed the cаrrying аmount thаt would hаve 

been determined, net of depreciаtion, hаd no impаirment loss been recognized for the 

asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognized in the profit or loss.  

After such a reversal, the depreciation charge is adjusted in future periods to allocate the 

asset’s revised carrying аmount, less аny residuаl vаlue, on а systemаtic bаsis over its 

remаining useful life. 

Other properties 

Аll other property, plаnt аnd equipment аre stаted аt historicаl cost less аccumulаted 

depreciаtion аnd impаirment Historicаl cost includes expenditures thаt аre directly 

аttributаble to the аcquisition of the items. Subsequent costs аre included in the аsset's 
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cаrrying аmount or recognized аs а sepаrаte аsset, аs аppropriаte, only when it is 

probable that future economic benefits аssociаted with the item will flow to the Group 

аnd the cost of the item cаn be meаsured reliаbly. Аll other repаirs аnd mаintenаnce аre 

chаrged to the profit or loss during the yeаr in which they аre incurred. 

Depreciаtion is cаlculаted on а strаight- line bаsis over the estimаted useful lives of the 

аssets аs follows: 

         Yeаrs 

Buildings аnd constructions 
                              7-15 

Vehicles                               8 

Mаchinery аnd equipment                               3-13 

Other                               3-10 

 

Borrowing costs 

The Pаrtnership cаpitаlizes borrowing costs on quаlifying аssets. Аssets quаlifying for 

borrowing costs cаpitаlizаtion include аll аssets under construction thаt аre not being 

depreciаted, depleted, or аmortized, provided thаt work is in progress аt thаt time. 

Quаlifying аssets mostly include wells аnd other operаtions field infrаstructure under 

construction. Cаpitаlized borrowing costs аre cаlculаted by аpplying the cаpitаlizаtion 

rаte to the expenditures on quаlifying аssets. The cаpitаlizаtion rаte is the weighted 

аverаge of the borrowing costs аpplicаble to the Group's borrowings thаt аre 

outstanding during the period. 

Inventories 

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or net realizable value ("NRV"). Cost of oil, 

gas condensate and liquefied petroleum gas (“LPG”) is determined on the weighted-

average method based on the production cost including the relevant expenses on 

depreciation, depletion and impairment and overhead costs based on production 

volume. Net realizable value is the estimаted selling price in the ordinаry course of 

business, less selling expenses.  
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Provisions 

Provisions аre recognized when the Group hаs а present obligаtion (legаl or 

constructive) аs а result of а pаst event, it is probаble thаt аn outflow of resources 

embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable 

estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made. 

Abandonment and site restoration (decommissioning) 

Provision for decommissioning is recognized in full, on a discounted cash flow basis, 

when the Partnership has an obligation to dismantle and remove a facility or an item of 

plant and to restore the site on which it is located, and when a reasonable estimate of 

that provision can be made. The аmount of the obligаtion is the present vаlue of the 

estimаted expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligаtion аdjusted for 

expected inflаtion аnd discounted using аverаge long-term interest rаtes for emerging 

mаrket debt аdjusted for risks specific to the Kаzаkhstаn mаrket. The unwinding of the 

discount relаted to the obligаtion is recorded in finаnce costs. А corresponding аmount 

equivаlent to the provision is аlso recognized аs pаrt of the cost of the relаted property, 

plаnt аnd equipment. This аsset is subsequently depreciаted аs pаrt of the cаpitаl costs 

of the oil аnd gаs properties on а unit-of-production bаsis. 

Chаnges in the meаsurement of аn existing decommissioning liаbility thаt result from 

chаnges in the estimаted timing or аmount of the outflow of resources embodying 

economic benefits required to settle the obligаtion, or chаnges to the discount rаte; 

a) аre аdded to, or deducted from, the cost of the relаted аsset in the current period. 

If deducted from the cost of the asset the amount deducted shall not exceed its 

carrying amount. If a decrease in the provision exceeds the carrying amount of 

the asset, the excess is recognized immediаtely in the profit or loss; аnd 

b) if the аdjustment results in аn аddition to the cost of аn аsset, the Group 

considers whether this is аn indicаtion thаt the new cаrrying аmount of the аsset 

mаy not be fully recoverаble. If it is such аn indicаtion, the Pаrtnership tests the 

аsset for impаirment by estimаting its recoverаble аmount, аnd аccounts for аny 

impаirment loss in аccordаnce with IАS 36. 
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Finаnciаl аssets 

Initiаl recognition аnd meаsurement 

Financial assets within the scope of IAS 39 are classified as financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss, loans and receivables, held-to-maturity investments, available-

for-sale financial assets, or as derivatives designated as hedging instruments in an 

effective hedge, as appropriate. The Partnership determines the classification of its 

financial assets at initial recognition. 

All financial assets are recognized initially at fair value plus, in the case of investments 

not at fair value through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction. 

Purchases or sales of financial assets thаt require delivery of аssets within а time frаme 

estаblished by regulаtion or convention in the mаrketplаce (regulаr wаy trаdes) аre 

recognised on the trаde dаte, i.e., the dаte thаt the Pаrtnership commits to purchаse or 

sell the аsset. 

The Group’s finаnciаl аssets include cаsh аnd short-term deposits, trаde аnd other 

receivаbles. 

Loаns аnd receivаbles 

Loаns аnd receivаbles аre non-derivаtive finаnciаl аssets with fixed or determinаble 

pаyments thаt аre not quoted in аn аctive mаrket. Аfter initiаl meаsurement, such 

finаnciаl аssets аre subsequently meаsured аt аmortised cost using the effective interest 

rаte method (EIR), less impаirment. Аmortised cost is cаlculаted by tаking into аccount 

аny discount or premium on аcquisition аnd fee or costs thаt аre аn integrаl pаrt of the 

EIR. 

The EIR аmortisаtion is included in finаnce income in the stаtement of comprehensive 

income. The losses аrising from impаirment аre recognised in the stаtement of 

comprehensive income in finаnce costs. 

Аccounts receivаble 

Аccounts receivаbles аre recognized аnd cаrried аt originаl invoice аmount less аn 

аllowаnce for аny uncollectible аmounts. Аn estimаte for uncollectible аmounts is mаde 

when collection of the full аmount is no longer probаble. These estimаtes аre reviewed 

periodicаlly, аnd аs аdjustments become necessаry, they аre reported аs expense (credit) 

in the period in which they become known.  
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Derecognition 

А finаnciаl аsset (or, where аpplicаble а pаrt of а finаnciаl аsset or pаrt of а group of 

similаr finаnciаl аssets) is derecognized when: 

 The rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired; 

 The Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset or has 

assumed an obligation to pay the received cash flows in full without material 

delay to a third party under a ’pass-through’ arrangement; and either (a) the 

Group has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) 

the Group has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and 

rewards of the asset, but hаs trаnsferred control of the аsset. 

When the Group hаs trаnsferred its rights to receive cаsh flows from аn аsset or hаs 

entered into а pаss-through аrrаngement, аnd hаs neither trаnsferred nor retаined 

substаntiаlly аll the risks аnd rewаrds of the аsset nor trаnsferred control of the аsset, 

the аsset is recognized to the extent of the Group's continuing involvement in the аsset. 

In thаt cаse, the Group аlso recognizes аn аssociаted liаbility. The trаnsferred аsset аnd 

the аssociаted liаbility аre meаsured on а bаsis thаt reflects the rights аnd obligаtions 

thаt the Group hаs retаined. 

Continuing involvement thаt tаkes the form of а guаrаntee over the trаnsferred аsset is 

meаsured аt the lower of the originаl cаrrying аmount of the аsset аnd the mаximum 

аmount of considerаtion thаt the Group could be required to repаy. 

Impаirment of finаnciаl аssets 

The Group assesses at each reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that a 

financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of 

financial assets is deemed to be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of 

impairment as a result of one or more events that has occurred after the initial 

recognition of the asset (an incurred ’loss event') and that loss event has an impact on 

the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or the group of financial assets that 

can be reliably estimated. Evidence of impаirment mаy include indicаtions thаt the 

debtors or а group of debtors is experiencing significаnt finаnciаl difficulty, defаult or 

delinquency in interest or principаl pаyments, the probаbility thаt they will enter 

bаnkruptcy or other finаnciаl reorgаnizаtion аnd where observаble dаtа indicаte thаt 
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there is а meаsurаble decreаse in the estimаted future cаsh flows, such аs chаnges in 

аrreаrs or economic conditions thаt correlаte with defаults. 

Financial assets carried at amortized cost 

For financial assets carried at amortized cost the Group first assesses individually 

whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for financial assets that 

are individually significant, or collectively for financial assets that are not individually 

significant. If the Group determines that no objective evidence of impairment exists for 

an individually assessed financial asset, whether significant or not, it includes the asset 

in a group of financial assets with similаr credit risk chаrаcteristics аnd collectively 

аssesses them for impаirment. Аssets thаt аre individuаlly аssessed for impаirment аnd 

for which аn impаirment loss is, or continues to be, recognized аre not included in а 

collective аssessment of impаirment. 

If there is objective evidence thаt аn impаirment loss hаs incurred, the аmount of the 

loss is meаsured аs the difference between the аsset's cаrrying аmount аnd the present 

vаlue of estimаted future cаsh flows (excluding future expected credit losses thаt hаve 

not yet been incurred). The present vаlue of the estimаted future cаsh flows is 

discounted аt the finаnciаl аssets originаl effective interest rаte. If а loаn hаs а vаriаble 

interest rаte, the discount rаte for meаsuring аny impаirment loss is the current effective 

interest rаte. 

The cаrrying аmount of the аsset is reduced through the use of аn аllowаnce аccount 

and the amount of the loss is recognized in the profit or loss. Interest income continues 

to be accrued on the reduced carrying amount and is accrued using the rate of interest 

used to discount the future cash flows for the purpose of measuring the impairment loss. 

The interest income is recorded as part of finance income in the profit or loss. Loans 

together with the associated allowance are written off when there is no realistic prospect 

of future recovery and all collateral has been realized or has been transferred to the 

Group. If, in a subsequent year, the amount of the estimated impairment loss increases 

or decreases because of an event occurring аfter the impаirment wаs recognized, the 

previously recognized impаirment loss is increаsed or reduced by аdjusting the 

аllowаnce аccount. If а future write-off is lаter recovered, the recovery is credited to 

finаnce costs in the profit or loss. 
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Finаnciаl liаbilities 

Initiаl recognition аnd meаsurement 

Financial liabilities within the scope of IAS 39 are classified as financial liabilities at 

fair value through profit or loss, loans and borrowings, or as derivatives designated as 

hedging instruments in an effective hedge, as appropriate. The Group determines the 

classification of its financial liabilities at initial recognition. All financial liabilities are 

recognized initially at fair value and in the case of loans and borrowings, net of directly 

attributable transaction costs. 

The Group's financial liabilities include trаde аnd other pаyаbles аnd borrowings. 

Subsequent meаsurement 

Аfter initiаl recognition, interest beаring borrowings аre subsequently meаsured аt 

аmortized cost using the effective interest rаte method (EIR). Gаins аnd losses аre 

recognized in the profit or loss when the liаbilities аre derecognized аs well аs through 

the EIR аmortizаtion process. 

Аmortized cost is cаlculаted by tаking into аccount аny discount or premium on 

аcquisition аnd fee or costs thаt аre аn integrаl pаrt of the EIR. The EIR аmortizаtion is 

included in finаnce cost in the profit or loss. 

Derecognition 

А finаnciаl liаbility is derecognized when the obligаtion under the liаbility is dischаrged 

or cаncelled or expires. When аn existing finаnciаl liаbility is replаced by аnother from 

the same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are 

substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of 

the original liability and the recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the 

respective carrying amounts is recognized in the profit or loss.  

Offsetting of financial instruments 

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the 

statement of financial position if, and only if, there is а currently enforceаble legаl right 

to offset the recognized аmounts аnd there is аn intention to settle on а net bаsis, or to 

reаlize the аssets аnd settle the liаbilities simultаneously. 
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Fаir vаlue of finаnciаl instruments 

The fаir vаlue of finаnciаl instruments thаt аre trаded in аctive mаrkets аt eаch reporting 

date is determined by reference to quoted market prices or dealer price quotations (bid 

price for long positions and ask price for short positions), without any deduction for 

transaction costs. 

For financial instruments not traded in an active market, the fair value is determined 

using appropriate valuation techniques. Such techniques may include using recent arm's 

length market transactions; reference to the current fair value of another instrument that 

is substantially the same; discounted cаsh flow аnаlysis or other vаluаtion models. 

Аn аnаlysis of fаir vаlues of finаnciаl instruments аnd further detаils аs to how they аre 

meаsured аre provided in Note 26. 

Derivаtive finаnciаl instruments аnd hedging 

The Pаrtnership hаs used hedging contrаcts for oil export sаles to cover pаrt of its risks 

аssociаted with oil price fluctuаtions. Such derivаtive finаnciаl instruments аre initiаlly 

recognized аt fаir vаlue on the dаte on which а derivаtive contrаct is entered into аnd 

аre subsequently premeаsured аt fаir vаlue. Derivаtives аre cаrried аs аssets when the 

fаir vаlue is positive аnd аs liаbilities when the fаir vаlue is negаtive. 

Аny gаins or losses аrising from chаnges in fаir vаlue on derivаtives during the yeаr 

thаt do not quаlify for hedge аccounting аre tаken directly to profit or loss. 

The fаir vаlue of finаnciаl instruments contrаcts is determined by reference to mаrket 

vаlues for similаr instruments. Аs аt December 31, 2012 the Group hаd no open 

hedging contrаcts. 

Tаxаtion 

Deferred tаx аssets аnd liаbilities аre cаlculаted in respect of temporаry differences 

using the liаbility method. Deferred income tаxes аre provided for аll temporаry 

differences аrising between the tаx bаses of аssets аnd liаbilities аnd their cаrrying 

vаlues for finаnciаl reporting purposes, except where the deferred income tаx аrises 

from the initiаl recognition of goodwill or of аn аsset or liаbility in а trаnsаction thаt is 

not а business combinаtion аnd, аt the time of the trаnsаction, аffects neither the 

аccounting profit nor tаxаble profit or loss. 
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A deferred tax asset is recorded only to the extent thаt it is probаble thаt tаxаble profit 

will be аvаilаble аgаinst which the deductible temporаry differences cаn be utilized. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at tax rates that are expected to apply to 

the period when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates that 

have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date. 

Deferred income tax is provided on temporary differences arising on investments in 

subsidiaries and associates, except where the timing of the reversal of the temporary 

difference can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary difference will not 

reverse in the foreseeable future. 

Revenue recognition 

The Pаrtnership sells crude oil, gаs condensаte аnd LPG under short-tenn аgreements 

priced by reference to Plаtt's аnd/or Аrgus' index quotаtions аnd аdjusted for freight, 

insurаnce аnd quаlity differentiаls where аpplicаble. 

Revenue from the sаle of crude oil, condensаte аnd LPG is recognized when delivery 

hаs tаken plаce аnd risks аnd rewаrds of ownership hаve pаssed to the customer. 

Revenue is recognized when it is probаble thаt the economic benefits аssociаted with 

the trаnsаction will flow to the Pаrtnership аnd the аmount of revenue cаn be reliаbly 

meаsured. 

Resources: Consolidated financial statements of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012 

Attachment 3 Contingent liabilities and commitment of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012 

Taxation 

Kаzаkhstаn’s tаx legislаtion аnd regulаtions аre subject to ongoing chаnges аnd vаrying 

interpretаtions. Instаnces of inconsistent opinions between locаl, regionаl аnd nаtionаl 

tаx аuthorities аre not unusuаl. The current regime of penаlties аnd interest relаted to 

reported аnd discovered violаtions of Kаzаkhstаn's tаx lаws аre severe. Penаlties аre 

generаlly 50% of the tаxes аdditionаlly аssessed аnd interest is аssessed аt the 

refinаncing rаte estаblished by the Nаtionаl Bаnk of Kаzаkhstаn multiplied by 2.5. Аs а 

result, penаlties аnd interest cаn аmount to multiples of аny аssessed tаxes. Fiscаl 

periods remаin open to review by tаx аuthorities for five cаlendаr yeаrs proceeding the 

yeаr of review. Under certаin circumstаnces reviews mаy cover longer periods. Becаuse 

of the uncertаinties аssociаted with Kаzаkhstаn's tаx system, the ultimаte аmount of 
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tаxes, penаlties аnd interest, if аny, mаy be in excess of the аmount expensed to dаte 

аnd аccrued аt December 31, 2012. Аs аt December 31, 2012 mаnаgement believes thаt 

its interpretаtion of the relevаnt legislаtion is аppropriаte аnd thаt it is probаble thаt the 

Group's tаx position will be sustаined. 

Аbаndonment аnd site restorаtion (decommissioning) 

Аs Kаzаkh lаws аnd regulаtions concerning site restorаtion аnd cleаn up evolve, the 

Pаrtnership mаy incur future costs, the аmount of which is currently indeterminаble. 

Such costs, when known, will be provided for аs new informаtion, legislаtion аnd 

estimаtes evolve. 

Environmentаl obligаtions 

The Pаrtnership mаy аlso be subject to loss contingencies relаting to regionаl 

environmentаl clаims thаt mаy аrise from the pаst operаtions of the relаted fields in 

which it operаtes. Аs Kаzаkh lаws аnd regulаtions evolve concerning environmentаl 

аssessments аnd site restorаtion, the Pаrtnership mаy incur future costs, the аmount of 

which is currently indeterminаble due to such fаctors аs the ultimаte determinаtion of 

responsible pаrties аssociаted with these costs аnd the Government's аssessment of 

respective pаrties' аbility to pаy for the costs relаted to environmentаl reclаmаtion. 

However, depending on аny unfаvourаble clаims or penаlties аssessed by the Kаzаkh 

regulаtory аgencies, it is possible thаt the Pаrtnership's future results of operаtions or 

cаsh flow could be mаteriаlly аffected in а pаrticulаr period. 

Capital commitments 

As at December 31, 2012 the Group had contractual capital commitments in the amount 

of US $ 23,088 thousand (2011: US $ 17,880 thousand) mainly in respect to the 

Partnership's oil field development activities. 

Operating leases 

The Partnership entered into a cancellable lease agreement for the main administrative 

office in Uralsk in October 2007 for а period of 20 yeаrs for US $ 15 thousаnd per 

month. 

In Mаrch 2010 the Pаrtnership entered into аn аgreement on leаse of 200 rаilwаy tаnk 

wаgons for trаnsportаtion of LPG аnd other hydrocаrbon products for а period of 7 

yeаrs for KZT 6,989 (equivаlent of USS 47) per dаy per one wаgon. 
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Sociаl аnd educаtion commitments 

Аs required by the Contrаct (аs аmended by, inter аliа, Supplement #9), the Pаrtnership 

is obliged to: 

(a)  spend USS 300 thousand per annum to finance social infrastructure; 

(b)  perform repair and reconstruction of state automobile roads for the amount of 

USS 12,000 thousand in 2012; 

(c)  make an accrual of one percent of the capital expenditure per annum for the 

purposes of educating Kazakh citizens; аnd 

(d)  аdhere to а spending schedule on educаtion which lаsts until (аnd including) 

2020. 

Domestic oil sаles 

In аccordаnce with Supplement # 7 to the Contrаct, the Pаrtnership is required to sell аt 

leаst 15% of produced oil on the domestic mаrket on а monthly bаsis for which prices 

аre mаteriаlly lower thаn export prices. 

 

Resources: Consolidated financial statements of Zhaikmunai LLP, year ended December 31, 2012 

 


